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ABSTRACT

Countries still lack adequate metrics to monitor environmental sustainability across a range of relevant environmental and resource issues. The Strong Environmental Sustainability Index (SESI), which is based on the Environmental Sustainability Gap (ESGAP) framework, is intended to fill this gap. SESI is the result of aggregating 21 indicators across different dimensions. Each of the underlying indicators is related to the functions of natural capital and normalised using science-based targets. SESI uses the geometric mean to aggregate in order to reflect the limited substitutability between the functions of natural capital.

The results of the index, which is computed for 28 European countries, show that several functions of natural capital are impaired in Europe. Countries tend to perform worse in indicators related to pollution and ecosystem health, compared to indicators that describe the provision of natural resources, and human health and welfare. Because the results are sensitive to assumptions in the normalisation, weighting and aggregation processes, the relevant choices have been aligned with the theoretical underpinnings of the ESGAP framework. SESI responds to the demands of the ‘Beyond GDP’ community on the need for a single environmental sustainability metric that can complement GDP in its (mis-)use as a headline indicator for development.

1. Introduction

Metrics are a key part of environmental governance. Among their key uses are provision of information on the state of the environment, identification of key factors behind environmental problems, comparison of different countries’ performance over time, monitoring the effects of policies and progress towards their objectives, and raising awareness on environmental issues (EEA, 1999). Over time, the phrase “we cannot manage what we cannot measure” has become part of the vocabulary of those using quantitative tools to produce policy-relevant information. Although the statement cannot be taken as an absolute truth, it highlights the relevance of having a clear and scientifically-sound information base around which decisions can be made.

The recent Global Environmental Outlook report (UN Environment, 2019) concluded that current paths of economic development will lead to unprecedented hardship for billions of people, as the most basic systems that support human life on Earth start to unravel. From this outlook, it is clear that the current development model is far from being environmentally sustainable. And yet, despite the existence of hundreds of environmental metrics, countries still lack resonant and robust metrics to monitor their environmental sustainability performance across a range of relevant environmental and resource issues (Usobiaga-Liaño and Ekins, submitted). Instead, countries tend to measure their performance against policy targets and best performing countries, as opposed to science-based sustainability reference values that represent the level at which the functioning of natural capital is not impaired. Thus, unless policy targets and best performers represent environmental sustainability conditions (as currently frequently they do not), a measurement gap remains.

The environmental sustainability gap (ESGAP) framework (Usobiaga-Liaño and Ekins, submitted) is an extension and update of the original sustainability gap framework proposed by Ekins (Ekins and Simon, 1999; Ekins et al., 2003; Ekins, 2011) two decades ago to address this metric gap. The framework uses the concepts of strong sustainability, critical natural capital, environmental functions and science-based reference values to provide the theoretical basis to develop policy relevant indices of environmental sustainability. To date the ESGAP framework has only been implemented in a case study 20 years ago (Ekins and Simon, 2001). This paper presents the first comprehensive effort to implement the framework since then.
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Maintain the capacity to supply resources</td>
<td>Renew renewable resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use non-renewables prudently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink</td>
<td>Maintain the capacity to neutralise wastes,</td>
<td>Prevent global warming and ozone depletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>without incurring ecosystem change or damage</td>
<td>Respect critical levels and critical loads for ecosystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life support</td>
<td>Maintain the capacity to sustain ecosystem</td>
<td>Maintain biodiversity and ecosystem health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>health and function</td>
<td>Respect standards for human health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human health and</td>
<td>Maintain the capacity to maintain human health</td>
<td>Conserve landscape and amenity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>welfare</td>
<td>and generate human welfare in other ways</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Ekins and Simon (1999); Ekins et al. (2003).

Here we describe and compute the Strong Environmental Sustainability Index (SESI). SESI is an index that normalises, weights and aggregates indicators of environmental sustainability that use science-based sustainability reference values to measure absolute country performance across different environmental and resource issues related to the functions of natural capital. Thus, it provides a static perspective on the environmental sustainability of nations. SESI has been built following the guidance provided by the most comprehensive manual on composite indicators (OECD and JRC, 2008; JRC, 2019), which was not available for the original effort two decades ago. The main goal of the index is to provide an easy-to-understand message about the environmental sustainability of countries to decision makers and the general public. In this paper, SESI is calculated for the 27 European Member States and the UK (hereinafter Europe for readability purposes). A different indicator, the Strong Environmental Sustainability Progress Index, which is currently under development, provides a dynamic perspective by measuring progress over time.

Against this background, the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarises the main features of the ESGAP framework. Section 3 summarises the indicator selection process, while section 4 describes the methodology followed to compute the index. Sections 5 and 6 present and discuss the results respectively. Section 7 concludes.

2. The ESGAP framework

Natural capital is a key contributor to human well-being. Its environmental functions that make this contribution can in many cases not be replaced by those provided by other types of capital such as manufactured, social and human capital. The elements of natural capital that fulfil irreplaceable functions are termed ‘critical natural capital’. The limited substitution capacity between different types of capital and between the different elements of natural capital is at the core of the strong sustainability proposition (Costanza and Daly, 1992; Neumayer, 2003). Depending on the substitution capacity assumed, other positions exist, e.g. weak sustainability through to very strong sustainability (Turner, 1993).

There are different typologies of environmental functions. The ESGAP framework groups them in four main categories (Ekins et al., 2003):

- **Source functions** represent the capacity of natural capital to support the supply of biotic and abiotic natural resources.
- **Sink functions** represent the capacity of natural capital to neutralise wastes without incurring ecosystem change or damage.
- **Life support functions** refer to the capacity of natural capital to maintain ecosystem health and function.

- **Human health and welfare functions** represent the capacity of natural capital to provide other services to humans, very often of a non-economic kind, which maintain health and contribute to human well-being in other ways.

In this context, environmental sustainability requires maintaining important environmental functions and consequently maintaining the capacity of the capital stock to provide those functions (Ekins et al., 2003). Despite progress in linking environmental functions to human well-being, it is still difficult to isolate the specific functions that need to be maintained in different social and geographical settings. Hence, the framework proposes a set of sustainability principles that can help with this task (Table 1).

From these principles a set of reference values intended to reflect environmental sustainability conditions can be derived. These reference values are termed ‘environmental standards’. Environmental standards differ from environmental policy targets in that they are primarily science-based and therefore are less normative. After all, environmental policy targets are the result of a process in which, beyond scientific considerations, other factors such as economic cost, technological feasibility or social acceptance are weighted.

All these concepts are further elaborated by Usubiaga-Lián and Ekins (submitted). When brought together, they provide the basis for construction of SESI and SESPI.

3. Indicator selection and structure

3.1. Criteria for selection

The selection of indicators is a critical step in the construction of an index. Different criteria can be used to select metrics to populate indicator systems or the structure of indices (e.g. Srebotnjak et al. (2009); UNSD (2015); Eurostat (2020)). Here we adapt the criteria used by Eurostat for their 2020 SDG indicator set, which considers the relevance, the statistical and methodological soundness, and the data quality of indicators in the selection process. These criteria are interpreted as follows.

Relevance considers the alignment of the indicators to the theoretical framework and their capacity to reflect environmental sustainability, which is defined as the “maintenance of important environmental functions and therefore, the maintenance of the capacity of the capital stock to provide those functions” (Ekins et al., 2003). Thus, for an indicator to be relevant it has to meet three sub-criteria. First, the indicator needs to be linked to the environmental functions of natural capital: source, sink, life support, and human health and welfare. Second, an appropriate reference value is required against which performance can be measured. That reference value should be defined through science-based environmental standards that ultimately represent the conditions under which the functioning of natural capital is not altered in a way that it threatens its capacity to provide ecosystem services in the long-term. Third, the indicator must be relevant at the national level, for this is the geographical scale at which SESI is produced.

Statistical and methodological soundness reflects the readiness and sustainability of statistical production, the methodological soundness, accessibility and transparency and compliance with existing methodological standards. In practice, this can be assumed to be true when the indicators are sourced from official statistical offices and well-established international institutions.

Data quality considers aspects related to the frequency of dissemination, timeliness, time and geographical coverage and data comparability. These aspects are checked through a score-based system as explained in the supplementary material.

3.2. Selection of indicators

The selection of indicators is documented in detail in the
supplementary material. It uses a stepwise process in which an initial list of indicators is assessed against the relevance, the statistical and methodological soundness, and the data quality criteria above. The initial list comprises 30 indicators linked to functions of natural capital. Rather than evaluating the relevance of hundreds of environmental indicators, this initial selection was informed by a literature review on environmental standards and complemented by feedback received in different meetings. After checking for relevance, the initial list was reduced to 23 indicators. In the statistical and methodological soundness check, three indicators were replaced by proxies because the original indicators were not reported by relevant institutions. After the data quality check, 21 indicators remained.

Each of the 21 indicators shows whether a specific element of natural capital is managed sustainably in that its functioning is not altered in a way that threatens its capacity to provide ecosystem services in the long-term. In order to do so, each indicator is matched to an environmental standard that represents a sustainable reference value. These standards are taken from the scientific literature when possible, thereby avoiding having to make additional judgements. When appropriate, the standards are based on relevant international environmental agreements and EU-level environmental legislation if these are based on scientific considerations. The indicators have been structured around the environmental functions and sustainability principles described in the theoretical framework and shown in Fig. 1.

Table 2 below contains the full name of the indicators, while Table 3 in the appendix provides information on the indicators, their data sources and the environmental standards that have been used in each case. Each indicator and the environmental standards are further described in fiches in the supplementary material.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Forest utilization rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fish stocks within safe biological limits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freshwater bodies not under water stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater bodies in good quantitative status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area with tolerable soil erosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink</td>
<td>CO₂ emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODS consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cropland and forest area exposed to safe ozone levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystems not exceeding the critical loads of eutrophication and acidification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface water bodies in good chemical status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater bodies in good chemical status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coastal water bodies in good chemical status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life support</td>
<td>Terrestrial habitats in favourable conservation status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface water bodies in good ecological status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human health and welfare</td>
<td>Coastal water bodies in good ecological status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population exposed to levels of outdoor air pollutants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population using clean fuels and technologies for cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samples that meet the drinking water criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recreational water bodies in excellent status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population with nearby green areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural and mixed world heritage sites in good conservation outlook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Structure of the Strong Environmental Sustainability Index. Note: I (index), F (function), P (principle), T (topic), ind (indicator).
in this case represented through soil erosion. The environmental standard is defined as the tolerable soil erosion rate (Verheijen et al., 2009). Other factors such as the content of organic matter, salinization and sealing are also linked to the functioning of soils, but these lack a credible environmental standard (Loveland and Webb, 2003; Huber et al., 2008). Indicators on the extraction of raw materials are also missing from the final selection because of the lack of environmental standards related to scarcity.

Indicators for the sink function cover those related to global processes and those related to regional or local processes. In the former, we have translated global standards related to climate change and stratospheric ozone depletion into emission levels relevant at the national scale. Regarding the latter, we consider indicators related to the exceedance of critical levels and critical loads of pollutants in terrestrial, freshwater and coastal ecosystems. In the absence of data on marine ecosystems, coastal ecosystems have been chosen instead.

Indicators of life support function take the form of composite indicators of ecosystem condition that consider different parameters to determine whether an ecosystem is in good condition or not. Biodiversity indicators would also feature in this category, but appropriate metrics and/or environmental standards at broad scales are commonly missing (Mace et al., 2014).

Indicators for human health and other welfare functions cover human exposure to environmental factors as well as indicators associated with amenity and landscape value. The first group covers outdoor and indoor exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ and exposure to water pollution. There are many more substances not covered in the selected indicators that can lead to harmful effects on human health (e.g. persistent organic pollutants, pesticides, etc.), although air pollution and drinking water quality are among the most relevant environmental factors behind health issues (Landrigan et al., 2018). The functions related to amenity and landscape value are represented by standards on the quality of bathing water bodies, the population with nearby green areas next to dwellings and the conservation outlook of relevant World Heritage sites. It should be noted that the indicators selected fall short from covering all non-use values of natural capital, which are not only difficult to capture through indicators, but in many cases also lack science-based environmental standards.

All in all, there are five indicators for the source function, seven for sink, three for life support and six for human health and welfare. Although at first sight, the difference in the number of indicators assigned to each function might seem striking, it should be noted that some of the indicators in the sink and life support functions are composite metrics of ecosystem condition, each of which consider dozens of parameters. That is the case for those indicators related to ecosystem health and pollution (e.g. conservation status of terrestrial ecosystems, and the chemical and ecological status of water bodies). The exception would be the chemical status of terrestrial ecosystems. Since it was not possible to generate a single composite metric for this one, two separate indicators have been used: one for (tropospheric) ozone pollution and one for eutrophication and acidification. The latter is the result of spatially aggregating the critical load exceedance maps for eutrophication and acidification, and considering as sustainable only the area that is not affected by any one the two pollution types.

### 4. Methodology

Several steps need to be undertaken to convert indicators into a single index. As mentioned earlier, we used the OECD manual on composite indicators (OECD and JRC, 2008) to guide the construction of SESI. There are four steps between the selection of indicators and the generation of the results. Data treatment covers filling data gaps and dealing with outliers. The normalisation process requires all the indicators to be transformed into a comparable scale. After that, weights are assigned to the indicators and the dimensions to which they are allocated, and lastly the normalised scores are aggregated across dimensions into a single unitless score. In addition to the results, two additional steps are recommended in the manual. The first one is an analysis of the statistical and conceptual coherence of the index. In short, this analysis intends to shed light on whether the choices made during the selection of indicators and the construction of the index are aligned with the theoretical framework on the one hand, and on the extent to which the information contained in the individual indicators is transferred across layers into the final index, or if, on the contrary, some information is lost in the process. The second step recommends users to undertake an uncertainty analysis to understand how the choices made while constructing the index affect the final results.

Because of space limitations, in the main text we focus on the normalisation, weighting and aggregation steps, as well as on the uncertainty analysis. The supplementary material also includes a description of the data treatment approach used to fill the few data gaps in the dataset and of the statistical and conceptual coherence analysis undertaken.

#### 4.1. Normalisation

Most of the indicators in an index usually have different units, which makes them incomparable unless transformed into a common unitless scale. This is the goal of the normalisation process. There are multiple normalisation methods, so the selection of a method is not trivial. The relevance of environmental standards in the conceptual framework of SESI demands the goalposts method to be used in the normalisation process. In this method, user-defined values are used as upper and lower bounds to transform indicators into a scale between 0 and 100. For the normalisation process to be aligned with the strong sustainability narrative, these upper and lower bounds need to be consistent with environmental standards.

The normalised scores are calculated as shown in equation below, where the normalised value of an indicator (NI) depends on the value of the indicator ($I$), and the minimum and maximum values assigned as goalposts ($\text{gp}_{\text{min}}$ and $\text{gp}_{\text{max}}$).

$$NI = 100 \frac{I - \text{gp}_{\text{min}}}{\text{gp}_{\text{max}} - \text{gp}_{\text{min}}}$$

#### 4.2. Weighting

The weights assigned to the indicators are a reflection of their importance, yet this does not necessarily represent how much they impact the final index score (Becker et al., 2017). When assigning weights to environmental functions, life support functions should take preference over source, sink and human health and welfare functions because without life support functions, the functions for humans would not be able to be sustained in the long-term. At lower levels, prioritising sustainability principles becomes more difficult. For instance, in the source functions, the relevance of renewable and non-renewable resources depends on the domestic endowments. In sink functions, prioritising global vs regional pollution neutralisation processes is not straightforward. In the case of human health and welfare functions, human health should come before the functions related to other aspects of human welfare. At the level of indicators, it becomes almost impossible to assign weights based on relevance, since different natural capital endowments and the uneven contribution of pollutants to overall environmental and health impacts differ considerably between countries.

In absence of a method, or a consensus criterion that would allow translating these arguments into weights, equal weights are assigned to all the indicators and dimensions from top to bottom.

#### 4.3. Aggregation

The concepts of ‘strong sustainability’ and ‘critical natural capital’
are at the core of the ESGAP framework. In combination, both concepts address the substitution capacity between natural capital and other types of capital, as well as between the different functions of natural capital. The limited substitutability between the different types of capital is reflected in that SESI comprises different indicators that address the environmental dimension of sustainable development. In order to incorporate the limited substitutability between the functions of natural capital into SESI, we have selected a weighted geometric mean for aggregating the normalised scores across layers as shown in Equation (2), where \( I \) represents one of \( n \) indicators in the dimension, and \( a \) the weight assign to it. The sum of the weights in each dimension equals one.

\[
\prod_{i=1}^{n} N_{I_i}^a
\]  

(2)

A geometric mean penalises low performances as opposed to the weighted arithmetic mean, where a poor performance in one dimension is linearly compensated for by high achievement in another dimension and therefore it implicitly assumes that the functions provided by natural capital are interchangeable. Nonetheless, it is important to bear in mind that the use of the geometric mean in some contexts also has its drawbacks. In this case, the main limitation of the geometric mean is that it collapses to zero when any indicator has a value of zero. This is commonly dealt with by replacing zeros and small values by a user-defined value. In this case, we have chosen to replace all the values lower than five, by five. The rationale and argumentation are described in the supplementary material.

4.4. Uncertainty analysis

The construction of an index requires making assumptions on the different steps of the process. From the inception to the generation of the results, different methods and strategies exist to select indicators and to transform the raw data into a single score. In this context, understanding the effects of the choices made is critical to properly interpret the results. For this reason, in the uncertainty analysis we have opted for testing different approaches in key steps such as the normalisation, weighting and aggregation, since the assumptions made in these steps translate key parts of the conceptual framework from theory to practice.

In the normalisation process, we tested the min–max method, which measures performance relative to the best and worst performers. Thus, min–max represents relative performance, as opposed to the goalpost method, which measures absolute performance against environmental standards. The min–max method has been implemented through Equation (3). \( I_{\text{min}} \) and \( I_{\text{max}} \) values are calculated as the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the values of each indicator across the 28 European country sample.

\[
NI = 100 \frac{I - I_{\text{min}}}{I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}}
\]  

(3)

In the weighting process, we increased the weights of the life support functions, arguably the most important functions. Thus, we undertook two tests with the following weights:

- Life support: 0.4, others 0.2
- Life support: 0.7, others 0.1

Last, in the aggregation we tested the arithmetic mean (as opposed to the geometric mean) and the minimum normalised score across the individual indicators, which represent weak and very strong sustainability propositions as defined by Turner (1993) (i.e. lack of substitution capacity).

The different normalisation, weighting and aggregation options described above were tested separately for the index scores at European level.

5. Results

5.1. Index scores

Fig. 2 shows the index score of the 28 European countries according to their most recent data point. The Anglo-Celtic isles and the Scandinavian countries seem to perform better than Mediterranean, and central and eastern European countries. Nonetheless, the absolute scores are low in most cases, suggesting that one or more environmental functions are currently jeopardised in many countries. Only three countries score more than 50 points and the maximum score is 60, which is obtained by Finland. After the frontrunners, 18 countries obtain scores between 30 and 45, while six countries score lower than 30, with Belgium being at the bottom with 19 points. When considered as a block, Europe gets a score of 47. Of course, at the index level, the score is influenced by the use of geometric mean in the aggregation, since this penalises low performances in individual indicators. Thus, countries that perform poorly in several indicators will see their aggregate score reduced, thereby reflecting the limited substitution capacity between the environmental functions represented by the indicators.

As with any index, the total score can hide disparities in the performance at lower levels of aggregation. In this context, Fig. 3 shows country scores for the four broad environmental functions and the seven sustainability principles used to characterise environmental sustainability. Countries perform very differently in source, and human health and welfare functions, with countries in the first positions scoring relatively high in those two functions. In the source function, which covers the provision of forest and fish biomass, surface and ground-water, and soil, former Soviet Union and Scandinavian countries hold the first five positions with scores over 70. Most countries obtain scores between 40 and 65. The European block sits at the upper side of the range with a score of 62. Former Soviet Union and Scandinavian countries, as well as the Anglo-Celtic isles are the frontrunners in the human health and welfare function. Countries such as Finland, Sweden and Ireland score over 90. This means that these countries almost comply with the science-based standards used for (indoor and outdoor) air pollution, drinking water, bathing waters, access to green spaces and the conservation of relevant World Heritage sites. Europe obtains a score of 64 in this category.

The sink and life support functions describe a different picture. Scores are more homogeneous with almost every country performing poorly. In the case of sink functions, none of the countries reaches 50
(Europe scores 33). 23 countries have scores below 30. In the countries with the highest scores, the main explanatory factor is the poor performance in CO₂ emissions, where none of the countries are in the sustainable emission range (0.5–2.5 t CO₂ per capita). In the remaining countries, poor performance in CO₂ emissions is combined with poor performance in terrestrial, freshwater or coastal ecosystems’ pollution. Scores in life support functions are also generally low with 23 countries getting scores under 50. Five Mediterranean countries (Cyprus, Greece, Slovenia, Croatia and Malta) are the top performers with scores up to 66. This is driven by high scores in the ecological condition of their coastal ecosystems. It should be noted that this indicator is used as a proxy for marine ecosystems, which currently lacks data. Given that Mediterranean fish stocks are largely overexploited, it seems unlikely that countries will report such good conditions in marine ecosystems.

Because of the format of SESI, the information provided at the higher levels of its structure is a summary of the information provided at indicator level. For space issues, the results at the level of indicators are reported in the supplementary material.

5.2. Uncertainty analysis

The results of the uncertainty analysis are shown in Fig. 4.

Environmental sustainability demands measuring absolute performance, which can be interpreted as calculating normalised country scores in relation to science-based environmental standards. SESI uses the goalpost method for such a task. The left side figure shows the effects of measuring relative performance instead of absolute performance. Relative performance is represented through the min-max method.
where country scores are a function of the best and worst performers. As shown in the figure, relevant deviations are seen in both directions when using the min–max method to normalise the underlying indicators (median = 8.34%).

Different sets of weights have been tested by assigning more weight to the life support function. As shown in the figure in the centre, changing the sets of weights leads to lower index values for most countries. The more weight is assigned to the life support function (0.4 under ‘life support relevant’, and 0.7 under ‘life support critical’), the lower the overall index score. This is the result of assigning more weight to a dimension in which countries tend to perform worse than in others.

The aggregation method used also affects the results of SESI at country level as shown in the right-hand side figure. At country level using the arithmetic mean, the median increase is 49.68%. Using the minimum indicator value, which assumes no substitution capacity at all, the median increase is 78.34%.

The aggregation method used also affects the results of SESI at country level as shown in the right-hand side figure. At country level using the arithmetic mean, the median increase is 49.68%. Using the minimum indicator value, which assumes no substitution capacity at all, the median increase is 78.34%.

The selection of indicators has been done based on the relevance of the indicator, its statistical and methodological soundness, and data quality. This allowed shortening the initial list of 30 candidates into the 21 indicators that form SESI. The relevance criterion required the indicator to (a) be related to the functions of natural capital, (b) to have a science-based reference value against which performance could be measured, and (c) to be defined at the national level. Relevance assesses consistency with the definition of environmental sustainability adopted in the ESGAP framework. Statistical and methodological soundness, as well as data quality considered more generic criteria that can be applied to any other index. While the 21 indicators cover quite a lot of ground, there are some topics such as extraction of abiotic raw materials, organic soil matter, marine systems or several aspects of human welfare that are not covered in this version of the index. This is the result of a lack of environmental standards or data for the relevant indicators. As knowledge on environmental standards and data availability improves, the list of indicators should be revised.

SESI covers a space in sustainability science that none of the most widely known environmental (sustainability) indices covers. The main novelty of SESI is the use of science-based environmental standards to measure the absolute environmental sustainability performance of countries. Other indices such as the Environmental Performance Index or the environmental dimension of the SDG indicators either measure absolute performance against policy or international targets or relative performance against frontrunners (Usubiaga-Liazio and Ekins, submitted). Although some of the targets used are aligned with environmental standards, this is not the general rule. The information contained in these alternative indices is useful in many ways, but these metrics do not allow the assessment of the environmental sustainability of nations from a strong sustainability perspective. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the index has been built following the guidance provided by the most comprehensive manual on composite indicators (OECD and JRC, 2008; JRC, 2019), and therefore contains additional complementary analyses related to its conceptual and statistical soundness (see supplementary information), which is already a distinctive feature compared to other metrics that tend to focus on the main results (Kwatra et al., 2020).

6. Discussion

6.1. A novel index of environmental sustainability

SESI is a single metric that represents the extent to which countries comply with environmental standards intended to represent the conditions under which the functioning of natural capital is not threatened in the long term. The index comprises indicators that are aggregated across different layers: from indicators to topics, from topics to sustainability principles, from principles to the main function of natural capital (source, sink, life support, and human health and welfare), and from the latter to a single index. Each of these indicators measures absolute performance against a science-based environmental standard, thereby showing whether specific functions of natural capital are potentially compromised.

The selection of indicators has been done based on the relevance of the indicator, its statistical and methodological soundness, and data quality. This allowed shortening the initial list of 30 candidates into the 21 indicators that form SESI. The relevance criterion required the indicator to (a) be related to the functions of natural capital, (b) to have a science-based reference value against which performance could be measured, and (c) to be defined at the national level. Relevance assesses consistency with the definition of environmental sustainability adopted in the ESGAP framework. Statistical and methodological soundness, as well as data quality considered more generic criteria that can be applied to any other index. While the 21 indicators cover quite a lot of ground, there are some topics such as extraction of abiotic raw materials, organic soil matter, marine systems or several aspects of human welfare that are not covered in this version of the index. This is the result of a lack of environmental standards or data for the relevant indicators. As knowledge on environmental standards and data availability improves, the list of indicators should be revised.

SESI covers a space in sustainability science that none of the most widely known environmental (sustainability) indices covers. The main novelty of SESI is the use of science-based environmental standards to measure the absolute environmental sustainability performance of countries. Other indices such as the Environmental Performance Index or the environmental dimension of the SDG indicators either measure absolute performance against policy or international targets or relative performance against frontrunners (Usubiaga-Liazio and Ekins, submitted). Although some of the targets used are aligned with environmental standards, this is not the general rule. The information contained in these alternative indices is useful in many ways, but these metrics do not allow the assessment of the environmental sustainability of nations from a strong sustainability perspective. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the index has been built following the guidance provided by the most comprehensive manual on composite indicators (OECD and JRC, 2008; JRC, 2019), and therefore contains additional complementary analyses related to its conceptual and statistical soundness (see supplementary information), which is already a distinctive feature compared to other metrics that tend to focus on the main results (Kwatra et al., 2020).

6.2. Environmental sustainability in Europe

Our results suggest that the functioning of different elements of natural capital is impaired as a result of excessive environmental degradation in Europe. Most European countries obtain index scores below 50, including the European block, which scores 47 points. In this context, it is important to bear in mind that only a score of 100 reflects compliance with the environmental standards of each of the 21 indicators selected to represent relevant environmental functions of natural capital. Even in the case of the highest scoring country, Finland, the gap between the current and sustainable conditions is of 40 points.

Performance across environmental functions is quite uneven, with those related to environmental integrity being the most affected. In the sink function, countries perform very poorly with regard to CO2 emissions and the chemical pollution of ecosystems, especially terrestrial ecosystems. Scores are also very low in the life support function, arguably the most important function of all, which covers biodiversity and ecosystem health. Functions associated with the provision of resources seem to be in better shape than those associated with the neutralisation of waste and life support. One can only hypothesise if the fact that biotic and abiotic resources have a market value can partially explain this pattern, which does not hold in every country. An exception in the source function are fish stocks, which are consistently overexploited across countries.

Countries tend to obtain relatively high scores when health standards are on the line as in the case of drinking water and indoor air pollution. Outdoor air pollution is an exception, arguably because the policy targets set are more permissive than the guideline values proposed by the World Health Organisation. When it comes to the amenity function, countries tend to have high scores in relation to bathing sites and access to green spaces, while with World Heritage sites, performance is very uneven, with many countries not having any natural site within their territory.

The interpretation of the results needs qualifications on several grounds. First, the index provides a snapshot of whether countries meet science-based environmental standards from a territorial perspective across a variety of environmental and resource issues. While doing so, the indicators that form the index represent whether or not the environmental standards have been transgressed, but do not capture the severity of the transgression. For instance, the outdoor air pollution indicator represents the percentage of the population that is exposed to PM2.5 concentrations higher than the guideline values proposed by the World Health Organisation. In theory, it would be possible for two countries to have the same normalised score (e.g. 75), while in the first country a quarter of the population is exposed to air pollution levels slightly above the environmental standards, while in the second a quarter of the population is exposed to air pollution levels that are several times higher than the environmental standard.

Second, the indicators that form the index adopt a territorial perspective, as opposed to the consumption perspective that is characteristic in environmental footprint indicators. SESI seeks foremost to be useful for policy making, and therefore is restricted to the elements of natural capital that can be most easily influenced by policy makers. Nonetheless, consumption-based indicators can provide a complementary perspective to the results.

Third, the environmental standards used to characterise environmental sustainability have either been taken from the scientific literature or from relevant environmental legislation informed by expert input. Nonetheless, the standards do not have a homogeneous meaning...
in that they can refer to acceptable health risks, acceptable environmental impacts, precautionary expert guesses or safe distance from tipping points. Thus, the level of consensus around the standards chosen differs considerably. In all cases though, their transgression flags a potential problem that requires further policy attention. As the knowledge base improves, existing environmental standards might change, or new ones might be formulated. Likewise, it is important to bear in mind that potential trade-offs might arise when trying to meet environmental standards. For instance, the reduction of CO₂ emissions through bio-energy and carbon capture and storage would have negative impact on terrestrial habits (Heck et al., 2018). Thus, interventions intended to address the environmental and resource issue covered in SESI should consider the potential consequences they might have in other areas.

Lastly, SESI provides a static perspective on countries’ environmental sustainability, and therefore fails to reflect whether progress towards the standard is being made over time. The Strong Environmental Sustainability Progress Index (currently under development) is intended to fulfill this role.

### 6.3. Choices in the construction of the index matter

Indices have the potential to help make sense of complex systems through numbers. Nonetheless, the big picture they intend to show can be unintentionally distorted or even manipulated if the choices made during the construction of the index are not clear or properly justified (Greco et al., 2019). SESI is not exempt of such risk and, therefore, its construction has been guided by the most comprehensive manual on composite indicators (OECD and JRC, 2008). The computation of SESI required several methodological choices to be made in relation to data treatment, normalisation, weighting, and aggregation. When possible, key choices related to the indicator selection, normalisation or the aggregation have been aligned with the key features of the ESGAP framework, which reflects a more accurate and restrictive vision on the concept of strong sustainability as opposed to other indices such as the Sustainable Development Goals Index or the Environmental Performance Index.

The goal of the uncertainty analysis undertaken was to understand how choices in the construction of the index affect the results and the narrative developed based on them. Thus, different choices related to the normalisation, weighting, treatment of zeros and small values, and the aggregation were tested separately. The results show that the index and function scores are affected by these choices. Measuring the absolute performance of countries, which depends on the environmental standards, as opposed to measuring the relative performance of countries, which depends on the frontrunners and laggards leads to lower index scores, although functions and indicators are affected differently.

With regard to the substitution capacity between the functions of natural capital, SESI uses the geometric mean with treatment of zeros and small values to represent a limited capacity in line with the strong sustainability discourse. Assuming full substitutability through aggregating with arithmetic means or no substitutability with the adoption of the minimum normalised score of any indicator as final index score significantly impacts the results. The use of the arithmetic mean leads to higher scores, especially in the functions in which countries perform worse. This makes it more challenging to identify which functions of natural capital are threatened if the low scores in the underlying indicators are linearly compensated by high scores. On the opposite end, when assuming no substitution capacity between functions, only the information on the worst performance is aggregated, which ultimately limits the usefulness of the index because it omits the information contained in all the other topics covered by the indicators.

The weighting method remains the most controversial choice in the construction of SESI. Equal weights have been assigned to all the indicators and dimensions, including functions. Indicator weights could be set based on the natural endowments of each country, but this would hinder the comparability of the results. At the level of function, the life support function has been identified as being more relevant than source, sink, and human health and welfare functions, but because of the lack of a credible method to weight each function, equal weights have been used as well. The uncertainty analysis has tested different sets of weights at function level and the results show that their effect is by no means negligible. As in the previous case, showing the function scores alongside the index scores minimises this effect. In any case, the issue of weighting remains unresolved in this version of the index and should be revisited in the future.

All in all, the uncertainty analysis has shown that the choices made during the construction of SESI are not trivial and therefore need to be aligned with the theoretical framework. After all, measuring absolute or relative performance, or assumptions on the substitution capacity between the functions of natural capital do not only have an impact on the results, but also on the narrative built from them.

### 7. Conclusion

It is remarkable that countries still lack meaningful metrics that allow them to measure their environmental sustainability performance from a strong sustainability perspective. SESI is based on the ESGAP framework, which builds on key concepts such as strong sustainability, critical natural capital, environmental functions and science-based reference values. The limited substitution capacity between different types of capital and between the different functions provided by natural capital, and the notion that some elements of natural capital provide irreplaceable functions are much closer aligned with the biophysical reality that governs the natural system and the socioeconomic systems embedded within, than the concept of weak sustainability, which assumes that the loss of nature can be fully compensated by increases in manufactured, human or social capital. For these reasons, metrics of weak sustainability can be misleading and lead to poor decision making.

Although this first version of SESI can only be considered a proof of concept, it can provide policy-relevant information by helping countries navigate the environmental sustainability agenda beyond single issues and providing scores that allow comparisons, trends analysis and benchmarking across countries. In this context, SESI provides a snapshot of the absolute performance of countries against environmental standards intended to represent whether the capacity of natural capital to provide ecosystem services is compromised. As a result, SESI provides a different perspective on the environmental sustainability of nations compared to most environmental indices and indicator systems that tend to measure the performance of countries against their peers or against policy targets, rather than science-based reference values.

SESI and the sub-indices for environmental functions (source, sink, life support, and health and human welfare) could be used as headline indicators when assessing progress towards sustainable development at country level, thereby complementing the narratives around social and economic welfare. A single metric such as SESI shows the absolute performance of countries with regard to environmental sustainability and responds to the demands made from the ‘Beyond GDP’ community on the need for a single environmental sustainability metric that can complement GDP in its (mis-)use as a headline indicator for development.

In the future, feedback provided by different stakeholders as well as an increased availability of relevant data or scientific evidence that supports changes in existing environmental standards or the inclusion of different ones will require the structure and indicator selection of SESI to be revisited. Hopefully, the robustness of the framework and the potential applications of SESI will create the momentum for such review of the evidence and for relevant data to be generated. In the meantime, SESI is being computed in New Caledonia, Vietnam, Kenya, Japan and China considering their own data availability. In contrast to the work presented here, which intends to make the results as comparable as possible across countries, these case studies are adapting the ESGAP framework to their own national context in order to maximise its policy
Table 3
Final indicator set for SESI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Indicator [Unit]</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Renew renewable resources</td>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>Forest utilisation rate [%]</td>
<td>Forest Europe (2020)</td>
<td>EEA (2019b)</td>
<td>EEA (2017); EC (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fish stocks within safe biological limits [%]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td></td>
<td>Freshwater bodies not under water stress [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2018b)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rankin et al. (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater bodies in good quantitative status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2018a)</td>
<td></td>
<td>EC (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODS consumption [tonnes per capita]</td>
<td>Ozone Secretariat United Nations</td>
<td></td>
<td>UN (1987); EEA (2019a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Respect critical levels and loads for ecosystems</td>
<td>Terrestrial ecosystems</td>
<td>Cropland and forest area exposed to safe ozone levels [%]</td>
<td>Horželek et al. (2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Karlsson et al. (2003); Karlsson et al. (2007); Mills et al. (2007) CLRTAP (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystems not exceeding the critical loads of eutrophication and acidification [%]</td>
<td>Tsyro et al. (2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marine ecosystems</td>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater bodies in good chemical status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2018a)</td>
<td></td>
<td>EC (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freshwater ecosystems</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coastal water bodies in good chemical status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2018a)</td>
<td></td>
<td>EC (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marine ecosystems</td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface water bodies in good ecological status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2018a)</td>
<td></td>
<td>EC (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coastal water bodies in good ecological status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2018a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life support</td>
<td>Maintain biodiversity and ecosystem health</td>
<td>Terrestrial ecosystems</td>
<td>Terrestrial habitats in favourable conservation status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Röschel et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freshwater ecosystems</td>
<td></td>
<td>Surface water bodies in good ecological status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2018a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marine ecosystems</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coastal water bodies in good ecological status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2018a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human health and welfare</td>
<td>Human health</td>
<td>Population exposed to safe levels of outdoor air pollutants [%]</td>
<td>Horželek et al. (2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td>WHO (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Population using clean fuels and technologies for cooking [%]</td>
<td>WHO (2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Samples that meet the drinking water criteria [%]</td>
<td>EC (2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td>European Council (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conserve landscape and amenity</td>
<td>Other welfare</td>
<td>Recreational water bodies in excellent status [%]</td>
<td>EEA (2019c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EC (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Population with nearby green areas [%]</td>
<td>Poelman (2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Natural and mixed world heritage sites in good conservation outlook [%]</td>
<td>Osipova et al. (2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Osipova et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'Excellent' quality criteria as defined in European legislation based on the concentration of Intestinal Enterococci and Escherichia Coli in recreational waters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Green areas that can be reached within 10 min' walking.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Good conservation outlook based on three elements: the current state and trend of values, the threats affecting those values, and the effectiveness of protection and management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
impact and to more adequately reflect the national natural capital endowment. In the future, we expect a combination of internationally comparable case studies and case studies that are more reflective of individual nation’s context.
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